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Bot or Not?

http://www.botpoet.com


Reflection
What criteria did you use to determine if the poem was written 
by a human or a bot?

Which features of text might have been extracted from poems and 
applied to compose poems? 



Word tool!

http://128.100.72.27/view/56df01a0766e63fa66e4612e


What is Text Analysis?



Cohesive text analysis
Coh-Metrix was developed to analyze texts on multiple 
characteristics and levels of language-discourse. The 
original inspiration in developing Coh-Metrix was to have an 
automated metric of text cohesion (hence the label Coh-
Metrix). Cohesion was of particular interest because 
comprehension is influenced by some intriguing interactions 
between text cohesion and the readers’ prior knowledge about 
the topic and their general comprehension skill (McNamara & 
Kintsch, 1996; Ozuru, Dempsey, & McNamara, 2009). 





Let’s try it - old school!



Coh-metrix

http://cohmetrix.com/


How are the texts different?



Reflection
What are some of the benefits to using a tool like Coh-metrix to analyze text?

How might the analysis of text features and cohesion be visually demonstrated?

In what ways might educators apply knowledge gained from automated text 
analysis?  (How is it different for text analysis vs. student writing?)



Machine learning - focus on text

https://www.ted.com/talks/luis_von_ahn_massive_scale_online_collaboration#t-512623




LightSide Toolbox



LightSide terminology and key features
Classifier:  The item category to be tracked.  For example, 
“ is classified as punctuation.

N-Grams:  The number of times a word appears - unigrams, 
bigrams, trigrams adjacent to each other.

Feature Extraction: The process of finding the features you 
are searching for and creating a chart.

Kappa: A measure between 0 - 1 of accuracy that uses a 
formula to account for guessing.  It is lower than the 
“accuracy” score.



Activity
1.  Open LightSide application and select one of the data .

csv files that are included in the original download zip 
folder.

2. Run the analysis of the text.
3. Play with the settings.
4. What different types of data do you get?  What does it 

tell you?

For help:  Video overview - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ge3L1DXFHTA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ge3L1DXFHTA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ge3L1DXFHTA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ge3L1DXFHTA


Big Questions

How could machine learning tools and analytics 
be implemented with text to improve learning?

Is there a way to create a “recaptcha” experience?


